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NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS FOR SELF-CONSISTENT ASTRON
1'

E LAYER WITH SLOWING DOWN OF ELECTRONS

T. Seidman.

·                   Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California

Livermorc, California

In the calculation of the space and energy distributions (neglecting

*
scattering effects) of the electron layer in Astron  occurs the pair of

coupled, nonlinear, singular integro-differential equations,

f   (g)  -- Q(2 |  edp -g.

1   p(g)     -    1    «          { e282    -      [IC g)-Q (PO

f,|    2 2         r
Pdp  .

,/    i p g    -  LE<g)-Q( pi   
and

d 11 d
7       S     f lf(,)-,(gil   11 2/ 11  +  %2}3/1  dg

, (2)
58   13  33  Q(  1-1       =     P         1        1                                                               2             P

j   1 '9,2-  'IC,) I,QC 'il                  p dej   2- Eg)-Q(.ai

where the various integrals are taken between the singularities of the inte-

grand subject   t6 the condition  O   <  P  S  1,   0   5  g   < Q. .To these are added  the

conditions

pd) = . -2

Q(1) = 0                                   (3)

Q (1) = G2

and, in order to determine S, we add still another condition specifying the

value of Q  at some point, e.g.,

,·.1 + s.    1  A                               (4)Q<  2  )-ITGE(1 + s),
*

To be dealt with in 6 report by L. Tonks.
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so  that  G,   '2  and   s  are the parameters   o f the problem.

For convenience we let

 (g) = g2/(1 +g)2 3/2

2 2   F 2

f(p, g)   =   p g     -   lf(g)   -  QC p 

R(g) = f  P deu «(p, g)                           (5)
T (p)   =   1         6(P)    -   P(gil     %(g)  dg

P  R(g)  f(p, g)

Bl
X(p)    =   G     -   S            T(p' )d p'   = Q' (P)/p

Jp

Thus, Eqs. (1) and (2) become

p' =1      P -   p d p (1/ )gR J   17
and

Q'  =  p X, X' = ST =

t,f'  ,-   f-"'                               (-29

and Eq. (4) becomes
A

X <1+2sl  G2g , (4/)

SO

.
S   =   c;2 2   1      T( p)d p   .                                                                                    (6)

/ Jl+S
-2--

We are here concerned with a method for the numerical computation of an

approximate solution for these equations.  To this end we introduce quantities

f n  An n nn  vn   n  vn     n 1
 Pj, Pj, Rj, (Pj, rk, Ak, Tk, 4 j,k, S < for n = 0,1,. . ., j = 0, .. ., Jand

k  =  0,...,   K which will approximate <P(g ),  P'(g ),  R(g ),   (p(g ),  Q(bk)'  X( P ),

T(&), f(9£, gj), S  , respectively, where g  = ja, llc = k8, 8 = 2/J, and
8 = 1/K.  .These are defined·recursively in n (i.e., by an iteration scheme);

initially a (1-1 =
(QO-1,

..., Q  '-) is assumed, then the other quantities are

AO An-1
calculated  till GL    can be computed  and   so  on. The sequence   is :     from 6L
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A

and P:; =  - gone computes  d.  for k=  K, - -1, . . . ,  and then.,  by a numerical
0,K

integration, computes RJ and PJ and so Pjil' repeating this·for j =.J,  J-1,...

to  obtain  jg n, 3  rl,   and  P n;   from  theser n  can be computed by numerical

integrations over k   (i.e. ,p) ;S n i s then determined  by a numerical analogue

of Eq. (6), and, finally, gE n.and Cln can then be found by a final numerical

(indefinite) integration.

The intervals over which the abova-mentioned integrations are to be

taken depend on the region on the j,k lattice for.which

 in = <,1 ,k  is
positive.  It is convenient to discuss this (as well as certain other points)

before describing the details of the calculation.  From physical considerations

Aand experimental numerical calculation (dont in the case G = 4, g = 10, ·s = 0.7),

it  appears  that  f( p, g) is positive  in a region of the  form of the shaded area

in Diagram A:

A v tg     *    1 9
I

i .1 ,/.

/ 9
Illillil  I

' T                                   (A,f

0

P ----3."-   1·
0

The integrals involved in the definition of R(g) and P'(g) are taken over the

intersection of horizontal lines (g = constant) with this shaded area.  Due to

the   factor 1/F occurring   in the integrands these ' integrals are singular,    but

if f  =  Bf/3p + 0 is assumed at the point. on this line at which f = 0,  this is

an integrable singularity.  What is, perhaps, more serious is the fact that

lines near the bottom (g = constant close to zero) intersect the region in

two disjoint intervals.  This bifurcation corresponds to the separation of the
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low-energy electrons into two classes.  On physical grounds there is reason

to believe, first, that the contribution to the final result,of such low-energy

electrons is negligible and, second, that the phenomenon will not occur when,

eventually, the scattering effects are introduced.  Since a correct treatment

of this area would involve a difficult modification of the equations, and

since the difference should in any case be negligible, it was decided to stop

calculation at the beginning of bifurcation, i.e., to assume, at least mathe-

matically, that these low-energy electrons simply cease to exist.

Certain asymptotic approximations may now be made.  One notes, first,

that if P'(2) is greater than -1 (which we observe, experimentally, to be                

the case), then g' = dg 1  = -

f /f    =   2 (G-1 ) / (P'   +
1) is positive and finite,dp I 1

where g = g(p) gives the curve along which f(p, g) = 0; this to be taken in the

neighborhood of the upper right-hand corner of Diagram A.  It follows that for

small 6
A

A      'A      ng
T(1- E)  - % Plg)  1              dg         +   e< E)

R(&) 1 Jf<1-2 ,g)U   2-g'E

PE                                          (71
dE

= ajo Fr +    e.(E  ) ,

where a is a real, positive constant.  Thus, as E approaches 0,

T(1- .8  )    =    p  ifF + e'(E), (7')

where B is another positive constant and, in particular,

x'(1) = ST(1) = O.                              (8)

On the other side of Diagram A let us consider the nature of T( p).   It

is clear that the integral that defines T in (5) makes sense only as far as

the shaded region extends.  From physical considerations it appears appropriate

to define T as identically zero for smaller p.  If one lets p .  be the smallestmin

p for which there exist g such that f(P,g)20 one has, then,
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T ( p)   = 0
p < pmin                      (9)

For   T ( p) as p*p there are two possibilities depending on whether (a) theremin

s              is  a bulge (as shown in Diagram A) · so  that dl | becomes infinite,  or  (b)
d. p 'P

min

dg                                                           A- is less than 0 as p approaches p and  g =  g( p) approaches  g.d.p                                                           min

We consider case (a) first.  Let g* be equal to g(p . ).  It is more con-min

venient,  here, to think  of  p as a function  of  g,   p =   p(g),   in this region  so
dp              „  d2p 1Pmin = P( *) and·p/ = -  = 0. Clearly p=  2 1  > 0. Then, letting
dg,

Ig*                                                     dg      1 g*

-  P  -   Pmin=  6 2  and  g  -g*=   7,   one  has

f (p, g) = f (grl:in + 62, g* + 7) = f p P    2 - 22"7  + «62),
min

and, letting ·7 - 7 ip"/2, we have
nE

n              1 /B")-    *(g*)      ( p   ·     ) -p(g*3           f              d.7
T(P +   i c)    =                             

                                       minmin
j"  E 2 -  72       +    « T)11.5     emin   R (g.)

(10a)
0/6    +    «1/6   ) ,

where B is a positive constant.  Thus

T(p +6)-1/11 7. (1Oa' )min

In case (b) one has, by an analysis essentially the same as that used to find

T(1   -t),   that
T(p + E)-.OF. (1Ob' )min

The one remaining bit of asymptotic analysis required is that, in calculating

the approximation to R,  if f'.    ) 0,  f  .    > 0, f  < 0, and   is such thatJ,k J,K-1 j,k+1

f(p*,g )     =   0,     then

P*

e dA              5          , f.
S. ,k   +  « 8),   (11)

u (k-3/2) 8  f(e,gj)1 - 9'   f:,k-1 -e j
j,k    j,k+1

arid similarly for the other integrations over elements at the singularities

of 1/iF which are involved in computing the approximations   to  R,   P',   and  T.
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We are now ready to go through the descri tion of the iteration procedure.

This starts with the computation of the <p , g , g2 = .(g ).2, 9<, p2 = ( 5<)2,
and an

initial   set Q.--1  = .<Qkl, 
; after  that  all the iterations proceed identi -

cally. The initial Q( p) is chosen as a polynomial satisfying Q(1)  = ,0,

X(1)  = G2, X  (1+s)/2  = G2/2 with X( p) linear   "= O-J  . The general step of

the iteration scheme goes as follows.

AnFirst we consider the computation off-n, £n, 2,  and Q n from e -1.   We
know from. Eq. (3) that P: - - 2.  It is then possible to compute f: v = 0,

f                     2           2          8   -   I,-,J

= J,A
n-1 6-

J, K-1= Rk-1  J
- > 0, and so on for k = K, K-1,... .  As the

integration is between the zeroes of f, this need only continue until f < 0.
J,k-

Let the first  such k reached be  K =  Kn;  then one computes only, f      for
J,k

k =  K,  K-1, . . . ,K. One  now  does a numerical integration to obtain .simultaneous --1  0 -1ly approximations to UI  =UIC (P-Q) p 11IF d pand R . =J p 1    d p: These are done

by first finding the contributions   from the elements   at   the end -points   of   the

interval by using Eq. (11) and such similar formulas, and then obtaining the

contributions from the interior elements of the interval by the trapezoidal

rule.  Thus, e.g., if K = 90 and K  = 50, one would have

2 "'          88
R =                <1 + 0) *    p51 /5 J,51

5     116 89             f 2             7  /                11  fn                  9.   +    f"1 J, 52 J, 51-  J, 50/ k=53 J,k

and similarly for the upper integral.  Then

UIn

 -Jn (13)

gJRJ

and

6-1 =P  -t a. (14)

It is now possible to compute f  :for k=K,..., E -1, where E  = Kn andJ-l,k
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EJ  is correspondingly defined  for  the line  j=.J-1.    We  also  let  F -1 be  the
last k (working down from K) for which fJ-1,k 40. Clearly F  I k.  Then,
assuming,    e.g. ,    that   F -1   =9 0   and   E -1   =   49, one would   have

2 2 1 2/
Rn       =   5          989              (5 J-,1,89   4 ,__ '50   · 1 1 J-1,5.0.

J-1     ft-1,88  <2 + f.'i - in 1

 f \2 fli                       " fn             J-1,89 J-1,90/ J-1,51 J-1,50 J-1,49
87

Fk
+   2-   .i                 , .       (12')

k=52     ld-1, k

and·similarly for UIJ-1.  Then

UIn 8n
P =Pn J-1
J-2 J-1 , (14')

-   gj-1  RJ-1

and the process continues.  This goes on for j-J, J-1,...,jm' Where either

j  is equal to 0 or Jm is the line abmre that at which the bifurcation

phenomenon is first observed.  We arrive, then, at Diagram B:

3                                                                                        K:'*-

-   =         1-1,-     i   .11, t-1' 1.mili t -1 L: U

• 10

8::1:49 800 0# ,4,1 1-I

9 6; ; 4 ; :4          '-0--6-:- 0,·-*-O  M   b
A g e. 4 4 1, S

-9-/1 Lilili»11              jrn
' '   7Tl  - T- T"  1  I1!

I.    1

where "o" denotes· an f ,k 4 0,' "•" denotes an f7 k> 0' and unmarked points
J,

are. those for which fj,k is not computed. CIearly k* = k  is the next index
below p .A n approximation to p that is better than k* ismin· min

fnpn =min  E  - fn    /' fn - fri j
:    j =J,  ·     '  m'    '

J, E /           J.'1:;'1          ' , E:;
(15)
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and one can also let g  be the g  for the corresponding j.  One can now

distinguish between case (a) and case (b) as described above according as

gn 4 2 o r g n =  , respectively; the possibility of g* = g(p   ) =2 but 1

min
dg 1

d P · 19nin  =  co
is negligible.

At this point it is possible to compute T  for k=K-1,...,k  + 1 by a

numerical integration exactly similar to that described above.  Although

the situation is unlikely to arise during the p integration (but is to be

provided for anyway), in the g integration it is quite possible to come

across intervals of integration involving too few mesh points for the

direct application of formulas analogous to Eq. (12), and precaution must

be taken to identify such cases and make the obvious modifications in the

formulas. It -must  also be observed  that  in  the g integration  one  can  have

end-points of intervals of integration at which the integrand is not singular;

i.e., at g=2 o r g. .  At such points the trapezoidal rule is to be used
3m

right to the end.  It should be noted that when this occurs at 2 one uses

only a half interval whereas at g   one uses a full interval.  Thus anm
integral involying both would be actually, from (jm - 1/2)8 to Jt =  .

It will be noted that one cannot obtain T  by this method.  On looking

back to Eq. (8) one notes that T(1) = 0.  For present purposes, however, it

is more relevant to look back to Eq. (79 and note that if one takes

Tn = l Tn (16)K   3  K-1

rather   thAn   T   =   0, ene obtains   a more accurate approximation to X -1,    etc..,
on integrating T.

n
It is now possible to obtain S  from

-1

sn  -  -  GE/6   ; +  2  T ],  + · · · +2  Tn     +  Tn
1. (6,)

K-1       KJ'
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where   H i s the integral   part   of    (1+s)/28,    and   then to determine   X    and   Q 
A   n

for k=K, K-1,...,k*+1 from X  = Gg, QK = 0, and

k    k+1   2

To  obtain  X   and  Q   for  k4 k , · one looks  back  to  Eq.   (10')    a)  or  (b);  as

is,appropriat  'and Eq.  (9);  so  for k4. k* in case  (a),  we have

XF - Xn. I- Yn - 2 Sn Tn (17)k - k* - 'lk*+1 a*  k*+1 '

where  a*  =     *+1) 6 -  p  ·.    Case  (b)
is handled exactly as  is  case  (a) .

While this is not strictly accurate, it was felt that the difference is.un-

important. Similarly, one obtains
n'

n    - X   (k   1  5  - 46*n   .2 /1** 5 j
(18)QI, = Qk,+1   k* 1 *+ 2') k*+1 * \5    3  /

from which Q  can be determined for k< k* by the lower line of (24).

This completes the cycle of the iteration and it is then possible to

An+1return  to the computation:  of V , and so on.

idh

»-
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